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Ab testing platform

Our list of 20 most recommended AB testing tools has been so successful that we decided it was time for Conversion Scientist assessment and updates. Here are the top 20 cro-worthy AB testing software you should consider helping you increase your conversion rate in 2020. Updated on December 11,
2019 There are many AB testing tools on the market now, and that number will only increase. When evaluating these tools for use in your own business, it can be difficult to wade into marketing rhetoric and identify exactly which tools are suitable. That's why we're reaching out to our network of CRO
specialists to give you a comprehensive look at the best AB testing tools on the market. Our goal here is not always to give you a full review of each tool, but rather, to show you which separate testing tools are preferred by full-time CRO experts – people whose business depends entirely on the results
they can deliver to their clients. We will discuss two main categories of tools: In the end, the right tool will vary depending on the business. As Paul Rouke explains: We see it from time and time again: companies sign up to multi-year contracts for feature-rich, enterprise-level tools that have fantasticlooking client lists, and end up burning through their entire CRO budget. Companies invest without considering the need for resources and skills, or they are simply sold on the tool's 'ease of use'. Many companies do not yet have the internal skills to really utilize this tool, and the tools are all singing, all
dancing is barely used. Also, people who use this tool do not understand the needs or costs of customer research, data, psychology, design, UX principles etc. The tools that in my experience provide long-term value are those that are affordable, allowing companies to spend more of their budget to
ensure they test intelligently and develop an effective testing process. There are no tools on this list that are suitable for any business. That said, without breaking our list down to a level, we want to note the 4 tools that appear very consistent from the experts we query. The two most popular AB testing
tools with wide margins are Optimizely and VWO. This is the most common AB testing tool used by Conversion Sciences clients, and almost every expert we chat with uses both tools regularly. Two other tools that appeared in our original poll (in about a third of responses), were Convert Experiences and
UsabilityHub. Both of these tools receive consistently strong reviews from experts who and fill in the main needs in the CRO space, which we will discuss in each entry. We've updated the list Testing Tools to help you get ready for 2020 with our own recommendations. Without further ado, let's take a look
at the list of recommended AB testing tools. Most Recommended AB Testing Tool (version 2020) The following tools are the options our experts recommend to run ab tests. We have listed these in order of frequency with which they are mentioned by our experts. This does not need to be equated as
ranking based on quality. 1. Optimizely Optimizely is a leading A/B testing tool. Optimally it's basically a big kid on campus. It is the top choice of our experts to work with enterprise-level clients, and despite significant price increases over the years, it remains king. It's also quite user-friendly for such a
complex tool, as Shanelle Mullin summed up: Optimizely is a leading A/B testing tool with a fairly large margin. It's easy to use – you don't need a technicality to launch a small test – and the Statistics Engine makes testing easier for beginners. Since the Conversion Science team uses this tool every day,
I asked them to give me some thought about what they like and don't like about it. According to the team, Optimizely offers the following benefits. Easy editing access through retroactive filtering dashboards (i.e. IP addresses) Intuitive data views and Saved Audience goal comparisons (not available in
VWO) Great integration with third-party tools optimal DASHBOARD AB testing software with AB Test Experiment highlighted and Edit highlighted. On the other hand, Optimizely is somewhat lacking in this way: The test settings are not intuitive compared to other tools Slow updates to changes saved on
the CDN Do not bring through param queries / cookies in certain tests Targeting more difficult Multivariate test settings Optimizely simple and intuitive, and it is a leading split testing tool for a reason. For budget businesses and teams to take advantage of Optimizely to its full potential, it's definitely a
must-have. 2. VWO AB Testing Tool VWO Dashboard. Coming right behind Optimizely in the AB testing pantheon is Visual Website Optimizer (VWO). VWO is very popular in the marketing space, and in addition to serving as the top choice for businesses with smaller budgets, it is also often used in part
with Optimizely by businesses running complex testing campaigns. According to the Conversion Sciences team, VWO offers some of the following benefits compared to Optimizely: A more intuitive interface with color coding Updates faster Goal settings easier to download better Customer support data
On the other hand, VWO is less in the area Can't see the goal report at once, which makes it more difficult to compare No targeting saved, so you should start fresh with each test unless you clone No cumulative CR graph if you have low traffic (or vwo vwo low traffic). Instead it provides a range of CR.
You must export data to get usable information. This perspective is largely shared by the ConversionXL team as well, as explained by Shanelle Mullin: VWO is very easy to use, especially with its WYSIWYG editor. They have something similar to Optimizely's Stats Engine called Smart Stats, which is
based on bayesian decisions. VWO also offers heatmaps, clickmaps, personalization tools, and on-page surveys. Overall, VWO is in an attractive solo option for smaller to medium-sized businesses and also works very well along with Optimizely for corporate clients. 3. Convert Experiences AB convert
experiences testing tool. While Optimizely and VWO are the most frequently mentioned tools, Convert Experiences receives some of the most effusive praise from those who have worked with it. It seems to have reached a sweet spot for SMEs/SMEs, combining an exceptional power-to-price ratio with an
intuitive interface and highly respected customer support. We are an agnostic platform, so if our clients already have tools in use, then we try to use them. But in cases where the client has never done testing before, we usually look first to use Convert (convert.com). I like Convert for a number of reasons.
From the very beginning, it has been one of the easiest tools to integrate with Google Analytics. Also, for complicated variations, I have better luck with Convert than others (Optimizely) in getting variations to display as we like. And support in Convert has always been excellent — again, better than most
of their competitors. We focus on small to medium sized clients, and Convert is excellent for that segment at flexible pricing. This is a great solution for small businesses that do in-house conversion optimization, but it can also work very well for agencies. - Tom Bowen, Convert Experiences Website
Optimizer also stands out as the kind of tool that captures new fans wherever it is found, making me believe that it will continue to grow and take market share. We have found convert.com more in recent months working on client campaigns. If you're a true marketer and want data that can be boxed in
then they're a good choice. The user interface is actually pretty good and you can actually understand the data they give you on experiments. They run on a typical drag and drop style experiment setting machine that most others do and can be manipulated even if you are not a technical wizard. The price
is also not bad because it fell somewhere in the middle optimizely and VWO. I would recommend them to someone who has a bit of budget constraints but wants a bit more testing power. We've used it on multi million dollar campaigns a month with a lot of success. – Justin Christianson, Conversion
Fanatics Convert Experiences is known for having several multivariate testing options in its class. At the same time, it is also one of the few tools in its class not to offer any email separation testing capabilities. Overall, it's a highly recommended AB testing tool that's worth a try. Convert has great
customer support (via live chat) and is easy to use. We would recommend it to the same people who are considering using Optimizely and VWO. – Karl Blanks, Conversion Rate Expert 4. SiteSpect AB testing software reports SiteSpect. SiteSpect initially distinguished itself as one of the first server-side
testing solutions on the market, and remains a top choice for more technically advanced users and security conscious clients. For a long time, SiteSpect was one of the few platforms that offered server-side solutions. This has given them a huge advantage by enabling more complex testing, by adapting
to newer JavaScript technologies, and by accommodating security-conscious clients. – Stephen Pavlovich, Conversion SiteSpect has the advantage that it works in a different way. It's tag-free. SiteSpect edits HTML even before leaving the server, rather than after it reaches the user's browser. It tends to
be popular among companies that want to host themselves and are technically sophisticated. – Karl Blanks, Conversion Rate Expert As a server-side testing solution, SiteSpect avoids many of the problems that can arise with more typical browser-based testing platforms that use javascript tags. Tagbased solutions typically charge a fee based on the number of tag calls you make, even if those tags aren't ultimately used. Tag-based solutions often require third-party cookies, which may not be supported by certain browsers or browser settings, causing you to lose the ability to test a large percentage
of traffic. Tag-based solutions can have inappropriate reporting because javascript doesn't always shoot. While this value proposition will not be a deciding factor for many businesses, for those who need a server-side solution, SiteSpect is one of the best options on the market. 5. AB Tasty ABTasty
testing software reports AB Tasty screenshots are solutions for testing, user re-engagement, and personalization of content, designed for marketing teams. Paul Rouke has a little good to say here, so I'll let him take it. The tools that in my experience provide long-term value are those that are affordable,
allowing companies to spend more on their budgets to ensure they test intelligently and develop effective testing. I talked about this in depth in my article The Great Divide Between BS and Intelligent Optimization. On this note, my favorite tool would be something like AB Tasty, which is sensitively
appreciated, yet has a powerful platform that facilitates a variety of tests, from simple iterative tests to innovative, innovative tests, with strategic tests that can help develop business propositions and market positioning. I would recommend AB Tasty (and Convert.com) with the following types of
companies: (1) Companies have just started investing in conversion optimization – they won't break the bank, they won't overwhelm you with add-ons that you'll never use when you get started, but they do have the ability to match your progress as you increase your test output (2) Companies that have
invested in conversion optimization but who want to start using higher parts of their budget (75% or more) in people , skills, processes and methodologies to deliver greater impact and ROI (3) Companies are frustrated in investing large amounts of money in enterprise testing platforms, which are not used
anywhere near their potential and take from the budget to invest in people, skills and develop intelligent processes for strategic optimization 6. AB Evolv (formerly Sentient Ascend) Ascend testing software uses machine learning. Evolv (formerly Sentient Ascend) is a new player that brings advanced
machine learning algorithms to the CRO space. Brian Massey of Conversion Science himself explains why this is such a big deal: Evolv Sentient is one of the next-generation testing tools that leverage machine learning algorithms to accelerate multivariate testing. Evolutionaries, or genetic algorithms do
a better job of finding optimal combinations, isolating the richest local maximums for a set of solutions. We are delighted to be able to assemble our highest ranked hypothesis and throw it into the mix to make the machine sort it out for us. In the future, a tool like this will allow us to optimize for multiple
segments simultaneously. We believe this is the final step forward in a full-time personalization solution. 7. Google Optimize AB testing software Google Optimize example Google Optimize is a separate test function from Google Analytics. If you are looking for a strong enough AB testing solution with no
monetary costs, look no further. While I'm not usually a big fan of Google for separate tests, Google Experiments has its advantages. The first is that you can't beat the price. The second is that you can have all your data in one place under your Google analytics account. There are some downfalls in that
you will have to harness a little more technical courage in organizing your experiments and the overall process may take a little longer, but if you are looking for a low barrier to get into your testing then this is a good place to start. - Justin Christianson, Conversions Like Justin mentioned, Google
Experiments will be very useful for diligent Google Analytics users who have the ability to take advantage of more complicated features. 8. Qubit Testing Platform Qubit Example Screen Capture Qubit is a testing platform that focuses primarily on Personalized. Thus, it has some of the strongest
segmentation capabilities of any tool on this list. Qubit has a strong focus on granular segmentation – and a suite that includes analytics up to testing gives it an advantage. They have now dropped out of their traditional retail focus to become a powerful personalization platform across the sector. –
Stephen Pavlovich, Conversion If advanced segmentation or personalization is a priority for your business or client, Qubit is a tool worth trying. 9. Adobe Target AB testing software Adobe Target Long known as the most expensive AB testing tool on the market, the benefits of using Adobe Target can be
summed up in one sentence from Alex Harris: Adobe Target works very well with sites that already use Adobe Analytics. Honestly there's not much to say here. If your business already pays for Adobe Analytics, adding Adobe Target barely enters the brain. If your business doesn't use Adobe Analytics,
ignoring Adobe Target barely enters the brain. Just for good measure, here's Stephen Pavlovich to repeat the point: I like Adobe Target. Adobe Analytics and Target integration is powerful – especially capable of driving two-way data. And the fact that Target is usually a cheap upsell to Analytics
customers is a bonus. 10. Marketing Software Tools With Built-in AB Testing for 2020 In addition to dedicated AB testing tools, there are some great marketing software out there that includes built-in split testing capabilities. This is fairly common with tools like landing page builders, email service
providers, or lead capture solutions. As Justin Christianson explains, there are some positives and negatives to relying on this built-in tool: Most of the page builders out there like LeadPages and Instapage have shared the testing capabilities built into their platforms. The problem is that you don't have
much control over measured goals and the ability to adapt to test more complex elements. The good thing is they are very easy to set up and use for quick and dirty type tests. I recommend using this to only get a few tests up and running, because constant testing is very important. If you're currently using
a platform with these native testing capabilities then this is a good place to start. One particular tool highlighted by some of our experts is Unbounce, one of the more popular web landing page builders. I also love Unbounce, and not just because I love Oli Gardner. It seems that most of the people there
live and breathe landing pages, so the expertise that comes with this tool is almost unparalleled. Their support is also very good. Unbounce works very well when create a new landing page from scratch and want to try different variations, because it is very easy to create a new page using this tool. - Tom
Tom Web Site Optimizers Unbounce is an excellent tool for testing your landing pages. While many landing page tools also offer A/B testing, I think Unbounce has the best and most flexible page editor when creating variations of your pages to test, and their landing page templates have the most CRO
best practices already included. Unbounce is amazing for online marketing teams who want the most flexibility when creating and A/B testing their landing pages – many other landing page tools are limited to fixed grid systems that make it much more difficult to make changes. – Another popular Rich
Page Tool is OptinMonster, which started out as a popular popup tool and has evolved into a more complete lead generation software. Optin Monster is an excellent tool that lets you easily test the opt-in incentives of A/B test visitors to see which one converts best – not only headlines, images and CTA,
but also which types perform best (such as discounts versus free guides). In particular it offers great customization options and lots of popup styles, and popup intentions out. Optin Monster is especially useful for many website marketers who don't have enough traffic to do formal A/B testing (using tools
like Optimizely or VWO) but still want to get a better idea of their best performing content variations. It has a good pricing option suitable for online businesses on a low budget. – Rich Page 12 Tools For Gathering Data in 2020 As any good separation tester know, your AB test is only as good as the
hypothesis you tested. The following tools represent a favorite selection of our experts to collect data into fuel effective AB tests. 1. UsabilityHub User testing platform UsabilityHub Usability is by far the most frequently mentioned analytics tool by our group of CRO experts. UsabilityHub is a collection of 5
usability tests that can be given to visitors to gather key insights. UsabilityHub is great for clarity testing and getting quick indications of potential improvements. It's also great for uncovering personal biases in page variation creation. I would recommend it to anyone doing conversion optimization or even
basic usability testing. – Craig Andrews, ally4me While many of the tools on this list deal primarily with quantitative data, UsabilityHub offers uniquely efficient ways to collect valuable qualitative data. Once I've identified the poor pag, the next step is to find out what's wrong with those pages by collecting
qualitative data. For top landing pages, including the homepage, I want to one of UsabilityHub's Second Tests to measure whether people understand the products or services offered. The first question I always ask is what do you think this company sells?. I get some very bad results, where a large
number of respondents give the wrong answer. In this case, this, a simple A/B test on the title and/or hero shot to clarify what the company is doing is an easy victory. - Theresa Baiocco, Max Conversion It can also be a cost-effective alternative if your website doesn't get enough traffic to facilitate the use
of actual split testing tools. UsabilityHub is essential if you want to do an A/B test but your website doesn't have enough traffic to do so. Instead it allows you to show testers an increase in proposed pages (including your visitors) to get their quick feedback, especially using the very useful 'Test Questions'
and 'Test Preferences' features. UsabilityHub can be very useful for many website marketers who don't have enough traffic to do formal A/B testing (using tools like Optimizely or VWO) but still want to get a better idea of their best performing content variations. – Rich Page 2. Google Analytics Analytics
Platform Google Analytics Screen Capture To surprise anyone, Google Analytics is high on the list of recommended analytics tools. But despite its popularity, very few marketers or business owners use this free tool to its full potential. Theresa Baiocco made the following recommendation to get started:
There is so much data in Google Analytics that it is easy to suffer paralysis by analysis. It helps to have some reports that you use regularly and know what you are looking for before jumping. Clear reports to find the most problematic pages in your funnel are funnel visualizations and goal stream reports.

But I also like to look at the top landing pages, and using the comparison view, I see which of them has a higher than average bounce rate for the site. Those 3 reports together are a good starting point for identifying which pages to work on first. When it comes to applying Google Analytics to your AB
testing efforts, Conversionista's John Ekman offers some advice: Most AB testing tools provide easy integration with Google Analytics. Don't miss this opportunity in your AB testing settings! When you integrate your testing tool with GA, it means you'll be able to break down your test results and see A vs.
B in all dimensions available in GA. You'll be able to see segmented behavior by device, return vs. new visitor, geography, etc. For example: if you use Enhanced Ecommerce setup for GA, you'll be able to compare your Ecommerce funnel for version A vs. version B. Maybe version A gets more add to the
cart, but the effect was annoying and the result at the checkout was the same?! Example of a Google Analytics ecommerce report for ab test variations. Word of warning: as soon as you start mmentasiing your data, you may lose statistical significance in the underlying segment. Even if your AB test
results are statistically significant at an overall level that does not mean that the deviations you see in smaller segments of your test data are very significant. The smaller the sample size of the data, the harder it is to achieve significance. What you think is a strong signal is just some data noise. For those
interested in leveraging the full potential of Google Analytics, here are some resources you might need.. 3. Crazy Egg User intelligence tool Crazy Egg confetti reports screenshots. Crazy Egg is one of the more popular online hot and click tracking tools, thanks to its attractive interface, affordable price
point, and very powerful feature set. Crazy Egg is a budget tool highly recommended by Brian Massey and the Conversion Science team, who have the following things to say: Crazy Egg offers tools to help you visually identify the most popular areas of your page, help you see which parts of your page
are working and which aren't, and give you greater insight into what your users are doing on your page through mobile and desktop sites. 4. UserTesting.com UserTesting.com UserTesting.com user testing platform is a unique service that provides real user video in your target market experiencing your
site and talking through what they think. The service is recommended by Craig Andrews, who has the following to say: UserTesting.com great for hypothetical generation and reveals personal biases. This is a really fantastic tool to persuade clients on the reality and importance of a particular site issue,
and I would recommend it to anyone who does conversion optimization or even basic usability testing 5. Validates a user's test video validated. Validation provides a complete online user testing service. For a somewhat cheaper alternative to UserTesting.com we have found Validately to be an effective
solution. The quality of the panel members is good, and their panels are large enough that the user's test is completed quickly. 6. ClickTale Heatmapping and ClickTale session recording tool Clicktale dashboard is a cloud-based analytics system that lets you visualize your customer experience on your
website from their perspective. It's an enterprise-level tool that combines session recording with click and scroll tracking, and while it comes with a company price tag, it's made some significant quality steps over the last few years. As Dieter Davis summarized recently for UX Magazine: There has been a
huge increase in Clicktale over the last three years, in tracking, reporting, and accuracy. If you want every old session of JS recording, product application boxes out there, there are a variety of options. If you Accurate rendering related to your existing analytics and companies that will help you set up as
your website grows, then Clicktale is a good choice. This is the one I chose because I didn't want to risk my customer's privacy or risk demeaning from my website. Clicktale also gave me an accurate representative sample based on resolution and responsive design. 7. Hotjar Hotjar offers heatmap
reports, session recordings, polls, surveys, and more. HotJar is the latest SaaS success story to blaze across the web. This is a jack of all trading type tools: an all-in-one tool that performs heatmaps, scroll tracking, recording, funnel tracking, form analysis, feedback polls, surveys, and more. And from
what some of our conversion experts have seen so far, it does everything about as well as you would expect from jacking all the trades. On the plus side, Hotjar has prioritized creating an exceptional user experience, so if you're a solo blogger wanting a feature-rich, easy-to-use toolkit in one place with a
reasonable price tag, Hotjar might be the perfect choice for you. Stephen Esketzis says the following things about his experience with this tool: So overall, HotJar really is a great tool with a lot of value for offering any online business (or website in general at the time). Not many businesses that work online
I would not recommend this tool. With a price point without a brain (and even a free plan) it's pretty hard to go wrong. 8. Mouseflow Mouseflow is another Swiss army knife from the user's intelligence. The service combines screen recording, heatmap reports, on-site surveys, funnel tracking, and form
analysis. Mouse user behavior analytics tool. We like it because it provides advanced segmentation. Filters include traffic sources, platforms, locations, and more. It also supports segmentation based on custom variables. On the Intended Consequences podcast, Evan Hill says of the power of data: So I
would have thought it was one of the most interesting things for marketers who finally grabbed this tool installing it, because they would get the data they needed to have a really interesting meeting. 9. Inspection Session recording inspection software. Inspectlet is primarily a session recording tool with
additional heatmaps as well. Here's what Anders Toxboe said about it in a recent review: Inspectlet is easy to use. It's out of the way to let the user do what he needs. Simple funnel analysis and filtering options are very easy to use and cover my basic needs. Inspectlet did what was good with some minor
distractions. It doesn't have newer features that are starting to appear lately like watching live footage, live chat, surveys, and polls. In other words, Inspectlet is an easy-to-use, budget-friendly session recording tool that may be right for you depending on You. 10. SessionCam Session recording software
offers SessionCam Suffering Scores. SessionCam is a session recording tool that has also added analytic heatmaps to its offerings. This is a classic example of a tool that combines better-than-average functionality a more difficult-than-average user interface. Peter Hornsby says the following in his
review for UXmatters: SessionCam provides many useful functions, but its user interface is not the easiest to learn or use. Getting the most out of it requires nontrivial time investment. And then: UX designers have long known that, where there is internal resistance to change, showing clear evidence of
users experiencing problems can be a powerful tool in persuading them to recognize and address problems. SessionCam meets the needs of tools that provide this data in a much more dynamic and cost-effective way than using traditional observation techniques. SessionCam [also] manages [to protect
user data] effectively by covering the data that users put into the form field, so you can put their concerns to rest. If you're looking for more powerful session recording and form analytics tools that keep user data private, SessionCam is worth a try. 11. Lucky Orange Lucky Orange is like Crazy Egg with a
little UserTesting.com, a little Bit of The Godfather, and a little hundred other things. It's a very diverse conversion feature pack that makes you start to believe their claims as the original all-in-one conversion optimisation suite, even though the price point is very low. Despite the hundred new tools that
have emerged since Lucky Orange hit the market, Theresa Baiocco still swears by the original: There is no complete testing program without analyzing how users behave on the site. Optimizer all have their favorite tools for collecting this data, and while the newest and hottest kid on this block is Hotjar, I
still love using my old go-to: Lucky Orange. Starting at just $10/month, Lucky Orange gives you visitor records, conversion funnel reports, form analytics, polls, chats, and click heat maps, scroll depth, and mouse gestures – all in one place. 12. Overview of the Adobe Analytics Analytics platform. Adobe
Analytics is a big data analytics tool that helps CMOs understand their business performance across all digital channels. It enables real-time web, mobile, and social analytics across online channels, and data integration with offline and third-party sources. In other words, Adobe Analytics is a $100k+ per
year enterprise-level analytics tool that has some serious firepower. Here's what David Williams of ASOS.com has to say about it: After a thorough review of the market, we chose Adobe Analytics to meet our current and future analytics and optimization needs. We need solutions that can scale globally
with our business, improve and offers out-of-the-box integration with our key partners to deliver more value than our existing investments. Adobe's constant pace of innovation continues to provide value to our business, and live streams (events is the latest capability that opens up exciting opportunities for
how we engage with customers. AB Testing Tools Conclusion Well that's it: 20 most recommended AB testing tools to get you ready for 2020 from a diverse collection of web leading CRO experts. Have you used any of these tools before? Do you have favorites that aren't included? We'd like to hear your
thoughts in the comments. And if you're looking for a quick way to calculate how conversion increases can boost your bottom, be sure to check out our Optimization Calculator. Calculator.
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